Direct sunlight is often deemed incoherent, hence unsuitable for antenna power conversion. However, all radiation exhibits spatial coherence when detected on a sufficiently small scale. We report the first direct measurement of the spatial coherence of solar beam radiation, achieved with a customized tabletop cyclic-shearing interferometer. Good agreement is found between experiment and theory, with promising ramifications for solar aperture antennas.
All light sources exhibit spatial coherence when detected on a sufficiently small scale [1] [2] [3] -a point sometimes overlooked for sources commonly perceived as incoherent, e.g., sunlight. Evaluation of the intriguing notion of harvesting solar energy with aperture antennas requires a proper accounting of the spatial coherence of direct sunlight [4] , and can quantify the extent to which optical concentrators can markedly reduce the number of requisite antennas and rectifiers.
Here, we report the first direct measurement of the spatial coherence of solar beam radiation, achieved with a tabletop white-light cyclic-shearing interferometer designed and built for this purpose. As shown below, good agreement is found between experiment and theory, with promising implications for solar aperture antennas.
The spatial coherence of direct sunlight on earth was first estimated by Verdet over 140 years ago [5] , but (to our knowledge) has never been measured. More exact calculations [1] [2] [3] have been limited to an effective quasi-monochromatic (QM) result at a wavelength λ of 0.5 μm corresponding to the peak in the sun's spectral radiance. Only recently was a proper accounting for the actual broadband solar source derived [4] , demonstrating substantial differences from the QM approximation. [ Figure 1 (a) shows commonplace visual evidence of direct sunlight's spatial coherence and the order of its dimensions].
Spatial coherence can be characterized by the equaltime mutual coherence function (EMCF, also referred to in the literature as the mutual intensity function) of the incident electric field distribution, between two arbitrary points on an aperture. EMCF is a nondimensional variable between zero (no coherence) and unity (perfect coherence) that, for solar radiation, must also be spectrum-integrated [4] .
In the customized tabletop cyclic-shearing interferometer shown schematically in Fig. 1(b) , the solar beam is reflected into the lab from an outdoor dual-axis tracking heliostat. After traversing beam splitter 2 (BS2), each half of the beam cycles through mirrors M1 and M2, recombining at BS1, which separates the output beam from the input beam. BS3 allows working with two detectors: a CCD camera for alignment, and a spectrometer for precision measurements. A glass shearing plate (assembled on a rotation stage) at the center of the interferometer path allows lateral shearing of both beams relative to one another as a function of the plate's rotation angle. Measurements in the overlap region allow extraction of the EMCF, as follows.
Referring to Fig. 1(b) , the input light field E 0 is divided in half by BS2 (with a 90 deg phase shift upon reflection) into counter-clockwise (CCW) and clockwise (CW) paths:
The light cycles through the shearing plate in both paths-each path sheared laterally by Δx ∕ 2 in opposite directions:
At the exit (after crossing BS2 again), both paths interfere and the total field is
The time-averaged Poynting vector I at the exit is:
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where η is the free space impedance, andĪ 0 is the spatially uniform time-averaged Poynting vector (the solar irradiance). For direct sunlight, the EMCF is real, and therefore can be retrieved by measuring the overlap area of the recombined beams at the interferometer's exit, where changing the shearing plate angle allows sampling different points of the EMCF. The two limits are: (1) pure coherence (no shearing) EMCF 1,Ī0 Ī 0 with all the power emerging at the exit; and (2) no coherence (large shearing), EMCF 0,Ī0 Ī 0 ∕ 2 obtaining half the power, with the other half emerging at the other exit port of the beam splitter.
To achieve an essentially achromatic interferometer, a glass compensator (of the same thickness and angular alignment as BS2) was added in order to neutralize the wavelength-dependent shearing introduced by the substrate of BS2. All beam splitters and glass plates were made of low-dispersion glass. Wide-bandwidth beam splitters were realized by using a 45 deg-tilted neutral density filter. Mirror coatings were enhanced aluminum rather than silver to retain the ultraviolet. A surface flatness of λ ∕ 10 for mirrors within the interferometer (and λ ∕ 4 for the heliostat mirror) allowed maintaining the phase of the cycling beam and avoiding distortion in the spatial coherence measurements. Figure 1 (c) presents the measured and calculated EMCF as a function of Δx.
All measurements were performed within 2 h of solar noon, under clear skies, in Sede Boqer, Israel (lat. 30.9°N
) during April and May 2012. Verification of scaling was performed by inserting a green filter (λ 0.5 μm) and measuring both the zero and null shearing position. Measurement instability was reduced by averaging each measurement set over 10 s. Power measurements were performed over an angular shearing from −4 to 4 deg (0.2 deg), using an optical fiber (coupled to a spectrometer) that sampled the overlapping area.
For each angular measurement, the fiber was switched between a visible (λ 0.38 − 0.90 μm) and near-infrared (λ 0.90 −1.70 μm) spectrometer. The broadband solar measurements in Fig. 1(c) may not cover the entire solar spectrum, but capture close to 95% of the collectible solar power. Furthermore, the EMCF calculated with the full Planck blackbody spectral radiance differs negligibly from that calculated with the actual air-mass 1.5 direct solar spectrum. The EMCF error bars in Fig. 1(c) are dominated by the instability in power measurements due to heliostat tracking tolerance (wind effects included) and spectrometer channel error.
The measurements summarized in Fig. 1(c) constitute experimental confirmation of the theory derived for direct sunlight's spatial coherence [4] , and verify that the area over which direct sunlight possesses significant spatial coherence is ∼10 4 times the diffraction limit of ∼λ 2 (while also showing that conclusions based on treating sunlight's spatial coherence at an equivalent wavelength of 0.5 μm are marked underestimates). The linear dimension of the antennas will typically be of the order of λ. Rather than deploying ∼1 ∕ λ 2 antennas per unit collection area, one could introduce an optical concentrator provided it preserves the spatial coherence of the radiation from entry to exit (the plane of the antenna absorbers). Hence nonimaging concentrators [7] would be unsuitable, because spatial coherence is not conserved [8] . Viable optics would be those that can approach perfect imaging, e.g., gradient-index lenses [9] and aplanatic reflectors [10] .
Because the diameter for the spatial coherence of direct sunlight is about two orders of magnitude greater than λ, one could (with solar tracking) concentrate solar beam radiation by a factor of up to ∼10; 000 (which is within the thermodynamic limit to flux concentration [7] ). The number of antennas and rectifiers required for solar aperture antenna conversion could be reduced commensurately. The spatial coherence essential to efficient antenna collection would be maintained. Solid circles, measurements for broadband solar beam radiation; solid curve, corresponding theoretical result. Solid squares, measurements for spectrally filtered λ 0.5 μm direct sunlight; dashed curve (----), corresponding theoretical result. The first null in the EMCF is sometimes referred to as the coherence radius, although the EMCF function provides all the necessary information for evaluating spatial coherence at any radius [4] .
In contrast to solar antennas, familiar solar power generation methods such as the photovoltaic effect and solar thermal conversion are insensitive to the phase of the radiation field, and hence do not benefit from spatial coherence. The major future challenges involve designing and fabricating viable sub-micron solar antenna units, and identifying materials and nanostructures that can efficiently rectify the immense solar frequencies of up to ∼1 PHz.
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